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ject

Which root means throw? Which root means light?

A
autoB
ruptC

transA
photoB
specC

fract

Which root means break? Which root means form?

A
jectB
formC

selfA
lightB
shapeC
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Before her audition, Kaci's stomach
was like a trampoline being jumped on.

What is the most likely meaning of the underlined
simile.

What is the most likely meaning of the underlined
simile.

A Kaci auditioned for a trampoline 
commercial.

Henry was nervous and jittery.

Henry's cat jumped up onto 
his lap.
When the movie was done, 
Henry jumped on his cat.

B Kaci's stomach felt unsettled.
C

A

B

C

After he watched the scary movie, 
Henry was as jumpy as a cat.

Kaci's stomach hurt from 
jumping on a trampoline.

A strong wind made the shingles on 
the roof tremble like scared children.

What is the most likely meaning of the underlined
simile.

What is the most likely meaning of the underlined
simile.

A Children were on the roof shaking
the shingles.

Preston feeds his books to hungry 
tigers.
Preston has a strong desire to
read often.
Preston enjoys reading books 
about tigers.

B Children were scared of the roof.
C

A

B

C

Preston loves to read and goes 
through books like a hungry tiger.

The wind made the shingles 
shake back and forth.
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